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The Dream Thieves (The Raven Cycle, Book 2)

The second installment in the all-new series from the masterful, #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author
Maggie Stiefvater! Ronan Lynch has secrets. Some he keeps from others. Some he keeps from himself.One
secret: Ronan can bring things out of his dreams.And sometimes he's not the only one who wants those
things.Ronan is one of the raven boys - a group of friends, practically brothers, searching for a dead king
named Glendower, who they think is hidden somewhere in the hills by their elite private school, Aglionby
Academy. The path to Glendower has long lived as an undercurrent beneath town. But now, like Ronan's
secrets, it is beginning to rise to the surface - changing everything in its wake.Of THE RAVEN BOYS,
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY wrote, \"Maggie Stiefvater's can't-put-it-down paranormal adventure will
leave you clamoring for book two.\" Now the second book is here, with the same wild imagination, dark
romance, and heart-stopping twists that only Maggie Stiefvater can conjure.

Forever

In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. In LINGER, they fought to be together. Now, in FOREVER,
the stakes are even higher than before. Wolves are being hunted. Lives are being threatened. And love is
harder and harder to hold on to as death comes closing in.

The Raven Boys (The Raven Cycle, Book 1)

An all-new series from the masterful, #1 New York Times bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater! Every year,
Blue Sargent stands next to her clairvoyant mother as the soon-to-be dead walk past. Blue never sees them--
until this year, when a boy emerges from the dark and speaks to her.His name is Gansey, a rich student at
Aglionby, the local private school. Blue has a policy of staying away from Aglionby boys. Known as Raven
Boys, they can only mean trouble.But Blue is drawn to Gansey, in a way she can't entirely explain. He is on a
quest that has encompassed three other Raven Boys: Adam, the scholarship student who resents the privilege
around him; Ronan, the fierce soul whose emotions range from anger to despair; and Noah, the taciturn
watcher who notices many things but says very little.For as long as she can remember, Blue has been warned
that she will cause her true love to die. She doesn't believe in true love, and never thought this would be a
problem. But as her life becomes caught up in the strange and sinister world of the Raven Boys, she's not so
sure anymore.

The Raven King (The Raven Cycle, Book 4)

The fourth and final installment in the spellbinding series from the irrepressible, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater. All her life, Blue has been warned that she will cause her true love's
death. She doesn't believe in true love and never thought this would be a problem, but as her life becomes
caught up in the strange and sinister world of the Raven Boys, she's not so sure anymore. In a starred review
for Blue Lily, Lily Blue, Kirkus Reviews declared: \"Expect this truly one-of-a-kind series to come to a
thundering close.\"



Blue Lily, Lily Blue

The third book in the mesmerizing RAVEN CYCLE quartet from bestselling author, Maggie Stiefvater. Fans
of the SHIVER trilogy will love this new quartet!

Shiver Trilogy (Shiver, Linger, Forever)

Lose yourself in Maggie Stiefvater's NEW YORK TIMES bestselling Shiver series: SHIVER, LINGER, and
FOREVER. shiverSam's not just a normal boy -- he has a secret. During the summer he walks and talks as a
human, but when the cold comes, he runs with his pack as a wolf. Grace has spent years watching the wolves
in the woods behind her house -- but never dreamed that she would fall in love with one of them. Now that
they've found each other, the clock ticks down on what could be Grace and Sam's only summer
together.lingerCan Grace and Sam last? Each will have to fight to stay together -- whether it means a
reckoning with his werewolf past for Sam, or for Grace, facing a future that is less and less certain. Enter
Cole, a new wolf who is wrestling with his own demons, embracing the life of a wolf while denying the ties
of being human. For Grace, Sam, and Cole, life is harrowing and euphoric, enticing and alarming. As their
world falls apart, love is what lingers. But can it be enough?

Opal (a Raven Cycle Story)

An enchanting story from Maggie Stiefvater featuring Opal, Ronan, and Adam from her bestselling Raven
Cycle, taking place after the events of The Raven King.

Station Zero

After receiving a mysterious coded message, Zen Starling abandons his life of luxury and, with the help of
sentient trains, goes in search of android Nova, who plans to reawaken the Railmaker.

Greywaren (The Dreamer Trilogy #3)

The majestic conclusion to Maggie Stiefvater’s Dreamer Trilogy. This is the story of the Lynch family. Niall
and Mór escaped their homeland for a new start, and lost themselves in what they found. Declan has grown
up as the responsible son, the responsible brother--only to find there is no way for him to keep his family
safe. Ronan has always lived on the edge between dreams and waking... but now that edge is gone, and he is
falling. Matthew has been the happy child, the brightest beam. But rebellion beckons, because it all feels like
an illusion now. This world was not made for such a family--a family with the power to make a world and
break it. If they cannot save each other or themselves, we are all doomed.

Call Down the Hawk (The Dreamer Trilogy, Book 1)

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and
desires, death and destiny. The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed. Those who dream cannot
stop dreaming - they can only try to control it. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own lives - they will
sleep forever if their dreamers die.And then there are those who are drawn to the dreamers. To use them. To
trap them. To kill them before their dreams destroy us all.Ronan Lynch is a dreamer. He can pull both
curiosities and catastrophes out of his dreams and into his compromised reality.Jordan Hennessy is a thief.
The closer she comes to the dream object she is after, the more inextricably she becomes tied to it.Carmen
Farooq-Lane is a hunter. Her brother was a dreamer . . . and a killer. She has seen what dreaming can do to a
person. And she has seen the damage that dreamers can do. But that is nothing compared to the destruction
that is about to be unleashed. . . .
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Sinner

SINNER is the book that every Maggie Stiefvater and paranormal romance fan has been waiting for!
SINNER is a companion book to the #1 bestselling SHIVER, LINGER and FOREVER trilogy. You thought
it ended with FOREVER, but there's another story to tell - the one of Cole and Isabel... and this time they're
in LA. There will be wolves, and there will be yearning. But most importantly there will be love. And no one
does love like Maggie.

Under the Rainbow

When a group of social activists arrives in a small town, the lives and beliefs of residents and outsiders alike
are upended, in this wry, embracing novel. Big Burr, Kansas, is the kind of place where everyone seems to
know everyone, and everyone shares the same values—or keeps their opinions to themselves. But when a
national nonprofit labels Big Burr “the most homophobic town in the US” and sends in a task force of queer
volunteers as an experiment—they’ll live and work in the community for two years in an attempt to broaden
hearts and minds—no one is truly prepared for what will ensue. Furious at being uprooted from her life in
Los Angeles and desperate to fit in at her new high school, Avery fears that it’s only a matter of time before
her “gay crusader” mom outs her. Still grieving the death of her son, Linda welcomes the arrivals, who know
mercifully little about her past. And for Christine, the newcomers are not only a threat to the comforting
rhythms of Big Burr life, but a call to action. As tensions roil the town, cratering relationships and forcing
closely guarded secrets into the light, everyone must consider what it really means to belong. Told with
warmth and wit, Under the Rainbow is a poignant, hopeful articulation of our complicated humanity that
reminds us we are more alike than we’d like to admit.

The Dream Thieves

Now that the ley lines around Cabeswater are awake, magic is swirling around Blue and The Raven boys and
Ronan Lynch's ability to pull objects from his dreams is almost out of control but worst of all, the mysterious
Gray Man is stalking the Lynch family, looking for something called the Greywaren.

Mister Impossible (The Dreamer Trilogy #2)

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and
desires, death and destiny. Something is happening to the source of the dreamers' power. It is blocked.
Diminished. Weak. If it goes away entirely, what will happen to the dreamers and those who depend on
them? Ronan Lynch isn't planning to wait and find out. Backed by his mentor, Bryde, he is ready to do what
needs to be done to save the dreamers and the dreamed . . . even if it takes him far from his family and the
boy he loves. Jordan Hennessy knows she will not survive if the dreaming fails. So she plunges into a dark
underworld in order to find an object that may sustain her. Carmen Farooq-Lane is afraid of the dreamers --
which is why she's agreed to hunt them down. The closer she gets, though, the more complicated her feelings
become. Will the dreamers destroy the world . . . or will the world be destroyed trying to eliminate the
dreamers? In the remarkable second book of The Dreamer Trilogy, Maggie Stiefvater pushes her characters
to their limits -- and shows what happens when they start to break.

All the Crooked Saints

Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it takes to get one. Any
visitor to Bicho Raro, Colorado is likely to find a landscape of dark saints, forbidden love, scientific dreams,
miracle-mad owls, estranged affections, one or two orphans, and a sky full of watchful desert stars. At the
heart of this place you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform unusual miracles. And at
the heart of this family are three cousins longing to change its future: Beatriz, the girl without feelings, who
wants only to be free to examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who performs miracles for
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everyone but himself; and Joaquin, who spends his nights running a renegade radio station under the name
Diablo Diablo. They are all looking for a miracle. But the miracles of Bicho Raro are never quite what you
expect. Maggie Stiefvater has been called 'a master storyteller' by USA Today and 'wildly imaginative' by
Entertainment Weekly. Now, with All the Crooked Saints, she gives us the extraordinary story of an
extraordinary family, a masterful tale of love, fear, darkness, and redemption.

Lament

Sixteen-year-old Deirdre Monaghan is a music prodigy, who’s about to find out she can see faeries. Two
mysterious (and cute) guys enter her life. Trouble is, Luke is a soulless faerie assassin and Aodhan is a dark
faerie soldier. Their orders from the Faerie Queen? Kill Deirdre.

The Raven King

The Foxes are a fractured mess, but their latest disaster might be the miracle they've always needed to come
together as a team. The one person standing in their way is Andrew, and the only one who can break through
his personal barriers is Neil.Except Andrew doesn't give up anything for free and Neil is terrible at trusting
anyone but himself. The two don't have much time to come to terms with their situation before outside forces
start tearing them apart. Riko is intent on destroying Neil's fragile new life, and the Foxes have just become
collateral damage.Neil's days are numbered, but he's learning the hard way to go down fighting for what he
believes in, and Neil believes in Andrew even if Andrew won't believe in himself.

Dare to Disappoint

Growing up on the Aegean Coast, Ozge loved the sea and imagined a life of adventure while her parents and
society demanded predictability. Her dad expected Ozge, like her sister, to become an engineer. She tried to
hear her own voice over his and the religious and militaristic tensions of Turkey and the conflicts between
secularism and fundamentalism. Could she be a scuba diver like Jacques Cousteau? A stage actress? Would it
be possible to please everyone including herself? In her unpredictable and funny graphic memoir, Ozge
recounts her story using inventive collages, weaving together images of the sea, politics, science, and
friendship.

The Lost Diary of Anne Frank

The Diary of Anne Frank is a seminal piece of twentieth-century literature. It recounts the tragic and moving
story of a young Jewish teenager faced with the horrors of Nazism. In it, Anne establishes a bond with her
readers that transcends both time and space, making them her friends and confidants. Readers feel a
connection with each dream she had, each fear she endured, and each struggle she confronted. Her diary
ended, but her story did not. The Lost Diary of Anne Frank picks up where her original journal left off,
taking the reader on a credible journey through the tragic final months of her life, faithfully adhering to her
own, very personal, diary format in the process. In The Lost Diary of Anne Frank, Anne receives mysterious
help from many quarters. A strange lady on the other side of the fence haunts her dreams. Her mom once
vilified, becomes a hero. Anne struggles with the existence of God and His presence or absence in all of her
ordeals. She contrasts the depravity of man with what she sees as mankind’s evident virtues. Her longing to
experience sensual pleasures is numbed by forced over-exposure. She finds that in the Nazi efforts to
extinguish the humanity of their victims, a chorus of unity evolves among the captives. Anne’s vaulted
dreams for fame and notice are ultimately traded in for the true longings of life, love, and peace. The Lost
Diary of Anne Frank follows her story to the chilling end. Dr. Johnny Teague is an author and historian,
having earned five degrees, culminating with a doctorate in exposition from Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary. In preparation for writing this book, he interviewed many Holocaust survivors and
studied at the Holocaust museums in Houston, Washington, D.C., and Yad Vashem in Israel. His studies
have taken him to numerous historical sites, including Auschwitz, Dachau, the Corrie ten Boom House, and
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the Anne Frank House.

Bravely

What if you had one year to save everything you loved? ONE PRINCESS. Merida of DunBroch needs a
change. She loves her family--jovial King Fergus, proper Queen Elinor, the mischievous triplets-- and her
peaceful kingdom. But she's frustrated by its sluggishness; each day, the same. Merida longs for adventure,
purpose, challenge - maybe even, someday, love. TWO GODS. But the fiery Princess never expects her
disquiet to manifest by way of Feradach, an uncanny supernatural being tasked with rooting out rot and
stagnation, who appears in DunBroch on Christmas Eve with the intent to demolish the realm - and everyone
within. Only the intervention of the Cailleach, an ancient entity of creation, gives Merida a shred of hope:
convince her family to change within the year - or suffer the eternal consequences. THREE VOYAGES.
Under the watchful eyes of the gods, Merida leads a series of epic journeys to kingdoms near and far in an
attempt to inspire revolution within her family. But in her efforts to save those she loves from ruin, has
Merida lost sight of the Clan member grown most stagnant of all - herself? FOUR SEASONS TO SAVE
DUNBROCH - OR SEE IT DESTROYED, FOREVER.

The Steep and Thorny Way

A thrilling reimagining of Shakespeare's Hamlet, The Steep and Thorny Way tells the story of a murder most
foul and the mighty power of love and acceptance in a state gone terribly rotten. 1920s Oregon is not a
welcoming place for Hanalee Denney, the

The Raven King

The fourth and final installment in the spellbinding series from the irrepressible, #1New York Times
bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater. All her life, Blue has been warned that she will cause her true love's
death. She doesn't believe in true love and never thought this would be a problem, but as her life becomes
caught up in the strange and sinister world of the Raven Boys, she's not so sure anymore. In a starred review
for Blue Lily, Lily Blue, Kirkus Reviews declared: \"Expect this truly one-of-a-kind series to come to a
thundering close.\"

First Came Forever

A beautiful romantic teen novel about overcoming barriers to be with the one you love, by Annie Woods.
First Came Forever is the first book in a new trilogy following heroine Erica Lindell as an unexpected
meeting changes her life forever. This swoon-worthy read for teens has several twists, including a love
triangle and an assassination plot, where Erica is pushed to question her own aims and choices and make the
hardest decisions of her life. What price is too high to pay, even for love? Backpacking with her high school
friends, Erica's life takes a thrilling new turn. Meeting the fascinating Sasha Ailes, she can't help but fall
completely and irrevocably in love with him. When he feels the same way about her, Erica finds herself
drawn into a fairy tale love story that will set her life on a new direction. But Sasha has kept his true identity
a secret. Finding out who he really is, Erica must overcome the betrayal and make the hardest choice of her
life. Can she give up her own dreams to live in his world, or leave and lose him forever? First Came Forever
is an enchanting, heart-wrenching story about friendship and first love and the devastating consequences a
mistake can lead to. A deeply romantic read, full of characters who will stay with you for a long time.

Firebug

Ava is a firebug—she can start fires with her mind. Which would all be well and good if she weren't caught
in a deadly contract with the Coterie, a magical mafia. She's one of their main hitmen . . . and she doesn't like
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it one bit. Not least because her boss, Venus, killed Ava's mother. When Venus asks Ava to kill a family
friend, Ava rebels. She knows very well that you can't say no to the Coterie and expect to get away with it,
though, so she and her friends hit the road, trying desperately to think of a way out of the mess they find
themselves in. Preferably keeping the murder to a minimum, in Lish McBride's Firebug.

Ballad

James Morgan’s gift for music has attracted Nuala, a soul-snatching faerie who feeds on the creative energies
of exceptional humans until they die. While collaborating on a musical composition, James and Nuala
unexpectedly fall in love. When James realizes that Nuala is being hunted, he plunges into a soul-scorching
battle with the Faerie Queen.

On Girlhood: 15 Stories from the Well-Read Black Girl Library

An NPR Best Book of the Year Proudly introducing the Well-Read Black Girl Library Series, On Girlhood is
a lovingly curated anthology celebrating short fiction from such luminaries as Rita Dove, Alice Walker, Toni
Morrison, and more. Featuring stories by: Jamaica Kincaid, Toni Morrison, Dorothy West, Rita Dove,
Camille Acker, Toni Cade Bambara, Amina Gautier, Alexia Arthurs, Dana Johnson, Alice Walker,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Edwidge Danticat, Shay Youngblood, Paule Marshall, and Zora Neale Hurston. “When
you look over your own library, who do you see?” asks Well-Read Black Girl founder Glory Edim in this
lovingly curated anthology. Bringing together an array of “unforgettable, and resonant coming-of-age
stories” (Nicole Dennis-Benn), Edim continues her life’s work to brighten and enrich American reading lives
through the work of both canonical and contemporary Black authors—from Jamaica Kincaid and Toni
Morrison to Dana Johnson and Alexia Arthurs. Divided into four themes—Innocence, Belonging, Love, and
Self-Discovery—On Girlhood features fierce young protagonists who contend with trials that shape who they
are and what they will become. At times heartbreaking and hilarious, the stories within push past flat
stereotypes and powerfully convey the beauty of Black girlhood, resulting in an indispensable compendium
for every home library. “A compelling anthology that . . . results in a literary master class.” —Keishel
Williams, Washington Post “A beautiful and comforting patchwork quilt of stories from our literary
contemporaries and foremothers.” —Ibi Zoboi, New York Times best-selling coauthor of Punching the Air

Linger

In SHIVER, Grace and Sam found each other. Now, in LINGER, they must fight to be together. For Grace,
this means defying her parents and keeping dangerous secrets. For Sam, it means grappling with his
werewolf past ... and figuring out a way to survive the future. But just when they manage to find happiness,
Grace finds herself changing in ways she could never have expected...

The Madness Underneath (Shades of London, Book 2)

When madness stalks the streets of London, no one is safe...

Goodbye, Perfect

Goodbye, Perfect is a beautiful and emotional contemporary YA novel, with a powerful friendship at its
heart, by bestselling author Sara Barnard. Now with a bold updated cover look. When I was wild, you were
steady . . . Now you are wild - what am I? Eden McKinley knows she can’t count on much in this world, but
she can depend on Bonnie, her solid, steady, straight-A best friend. So it’s a bit of a surprise when Bonnie
runs away with a guy Eden knows nothing about five days before the start of their GCSEs. And it's the last
person she would have expected. Sworn to secrecy and bound by loyalty, only Eden knows Bonnie’s
location, and that’s the way it has to stay. There’s no way she’s betraying her best friend. Not even when
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she’s faced with police questioning, suspicious parents and her own growing doubts. As the days pass and
things begin to unravel, Eden is forced to question everything she thought she knew about the world, her best
friend and herself.

The Fairyland Series

The Fairyland Series (Books 1-3): The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own Making,
The Girl Who Fell Beneath Faiyland and Led the Revels There, and The Girl Who Soared Over Fairyland
and Cut the Moon in Two \"One of the most extraordinary works of fantasy, for adults or children, published
so far this century\"—Time magazine, on the Fairyland series Twelve-year-old September lives in Omaha,
and used to have an ordinary life, until her father went to war and her mother went to work. One day,
September is met at her kitchen window by a Green Wind (taking the form of a gentleman in a green jacket)
who invites her on an adventure, implying that her help is needed in Fairyland. . . . Perfect for fans new to the
series, the first three books of Catherynne M. Valente's Fairyland Series are available together in this bundle.
The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own Making: Upon arriving in Fairyland,
September learns the new Marquess is unpredictable and fickle, and also not much older than she is. Only
September can retrieve a talisman the Marquess wants from the enchanted woods, and if she doesn't . . . then
the Marquess will make life impossible for the inhabitants of Fairyland. The Girl Who Fell Beneath
Fairyland and Led the Revels There: September has longed to return to Fairyland after her first adventure
there. And when she finally does, she learns that its inhabitants have been losing their shadows—and their
magic—to the world of Fairyland Below. This underworld has a new ruler: Halloween, the Hollow Queen,
who is September's shadow. And Halloween does not intend to give Fairyland's shadows back. The Girl Who
Soared Over Fairyland and Cut the Moon in Two: September misses Fairyland and her friends Ell, the
Wyverary, and the boy Saturday. She longs to leave the routines of home and embark on a new adventure.
Little does she know that this time, she will be spirited away to the moon, reunited with her friends, and find
herself faced with saving Fairyland from a Moon-Yeti with great and mysterious powers.

The Leading Edge of Now

A sexual assault survivor seeks to find her truth, face her truth and speak her truth. Grace once spent the best
summers of her life in New Harbor. Now that sheês returned, though, the place just reminds her of all sheês
lost: her father, her best friend, her boyfriend and any memory of the night that changed her forever. People
say the truth will set you free, but Grace isnêt sure about that. Once she starts looking for it, the truth about
that night is hard to find ã and what happens when her healing hurts the people she cares about the most?
Marci Lyn Curtis, the critically acclaimed author of The One Thing, has crafted an honest and emotional
story that will resonate with the wide range of readers impacted by sexual assault. Sexual assault does not
define this story, however, just as it does not define Grace. Wry humor and true love emerge as Grace, like
many in the #MeToo era, seeks to find her truth, face her truth and speak her truth.

Pip Bartlett's Guide to Magical Creatures (Pip Bartlett #1)

From bestselling authors Maggie Stiefvater and Jackson Pearce comes an exciting new series full of magical
creatures, whimsical adventures, and quirky illustrations. Here’s a list of things Pip Bartlett can talk to:
Unicorns Miniature Silky Griffins Bitterflunks Basically, all magical creatures Here’s a list of things she
can’t talk to (at least, not very well): Parents Teachers Basically, all people Because of a Unicorn Incident at
her school (it was an accident!), Pip is spending the summer with her Aunt Emma at the Cloverton Clinic for
Magical Creatures. At first, it’s all fun, games, and chatting with Hobgrackles, but when Fuzzles appear and
start bursting into flame at the worst possible places, Pip and her new friend Tomas must take action.
Because if the mystery of the Fuzzles isn’t solved soon, both magical and unmagical creatures are going to be
in a lot of trouble.
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The Scorpio Races

The ebook of the stunning new novel from the bestselling author of SHIVER, LINGER AND FOREVER.
Stay alive, stay astride, stay out of the water... Every November, the Scorpio Races are run beneath the chalk
cliffs of Skarmouth. Thousands gather to watch the horses and the sea that washes the blood from the sand.
The mounts are capaill uisce: savage water horses. There are no horses more beautiful, more fearless, more
deadly. To race them can be suicide but the danger is irresistible. Sean Kendrick knows the dangers of the
capaill uisce. With one foot in the ocean and one on land, he is the only man on the island capable of taming
the beasts. He races to prove something both to himself and to the horses. Puck Connolly enters the races to
save her family. But the horse she rides is an ordinary little mare, just as Puck is an ordinary girl. When Sean
sees Puck on the beach he doesn't think she belongs. He doesn't realize his fate will become entwined in hers.
They both enter the Races hoping to change their lives. But first they'll have to survive.

Dinosaur Adventures: Plateosaurus - The Selfish Dinosaurs

Posy is a Plateosaurus who is so selfish, she won't let any other dinosaur use the bridge to cross the river to
the shady part of the desert. When another dinosaur moves into the desert and claims the bridge as his own,
Posy must find a way to share. With amusing artwork from Catalina Echeverri, this is a terrific read for any
little dinosaur fan.

The Marbury Lens

A 16-year-old boy who escapes a kidnapper thinks he can forget his trauma, but instead, he loses his grip on
reality and believes he's part of an alternate world called Marbury. Sixteen-year-old Jack gets drunk and is in
the wrong place at the wrong time. He is kidnapped. He escapes, narrowly. The only person he tells is his
best friend, Conner. When they arrive in London as planned for summer break, a stranger hands Jack a pair
of glasses. Through the lenses, he sees another world called Marbury. There is war in Marbury. It is a
desolate and murderous place where Jack is responsible for the survival of two younger boys. Conner is
there, too. But he's trying to kill them. Meanwhile, Jack is falling in love with an English girl, and afraid he's
losing his mind. Andrew Smith has written his most beautiful and personal novel yet, as he explores the
nightmarish outer limits of what trauma can do to our bodies and our minds. “An engrossing horror/fantasy
hybrid...Nightmarish imagery is chillingly effective, and the pacing superbly builds suspense.” -- Kirkus
Reviews

Vanishing Girls

Read the USA Today bestselling thriller that \"keeps the dramatic reveals coming\" as Detective Josie Quinn
desperately chases a killer hidden within her close-knit town before it's too late and they claim another victim
(Publishers Weekly). The little girl curled into a tiny ball as the chamber grew colder around her. \"Please,\"
she whispered, rocking back and forth. \"I want to go home.\" When Isabelle Coleman, a blonde, beautiful
young girl goes missing, everyone from the small town of Denton joins the search. They can find no trace of
the town's darling, but Detective Josie Quinn finds another girl they didn't even know was missing. Mute and
unresponsive, it's clear this mysterious girl has been damaged beyond repair. All Josie can get from her is the
name of a third girl and a flash of a neon tongue piercing that matches Isabelle's. The race is on to find
Isabelle alive, and Josie fears there may be other girls in terrible danger. When the trail leads her to a cold
case labelled a hoax by authorities, Josie begins to wonder is there anyone left she can trust? Someone in this
close-knit town is committing unspeakable crimes. Can Josie catch the killer before another victim loses their
life?

The Blue Road

A beautiful YA graphic novel about the experience of migration: a young girl looking for a place to belong.
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The King's Men

Neil Josten is out of time. He knew when he came to PSU he wouldn't survive the year, but with his death
right around the corner he's got more reasons than ever to live.Befriending the Foxes was inadvisable.
Kissing one is unthinkable. Neil should know better than to get involved with anyone this close to the end,
but Andrew's never been the easiest person to walk away from. If they both say it doesn't mean anything,
maybe Neil won't regret losing it, but the one person Neil can't lie to is himself.He's got promises to keep and
a team to get to championships if he can just outrun Riko a little longer, but Riko's not the only monster in
Neil's life. The truth might get them all killed-or be Neil's one shot at getting out of this alive.

Consent

\"An intense bond between high school senior Bea and her music teacher turns into a passionate affair, but
when their affair turns into a scandal, Bea wonders if their romance was ever real\"--

The Collarbound

'Beautifully wrought dark fantasy' NetGalley Reviewer A MAN MARKED BY MAGIC. A WOMAN
MARKED BY HER PAST. On the other side of the Shadowpass, rebellion is brewing and refugees have
begun to trickle into the city at the edge of the world. Looming high on the cliff is The Nest, a fortress full of
mages who offer protection, but also embody everything the rebellion is fighting against: a strict hierarchy
based on magic abilities. When Isha arrives as a refugee, she attempts to fit in amongst the other mages, but
her Kher tattoo brands her as an outcast. She can't remember her past or why she has the tattoo. All she
knows is that she survived. She doesn't intend to give up now. Tatters, who wears the golden collar of a
slave, knows that this rebellion is different from past skirmishes. He was once one of the rebels, and
technically, they still own him. He plans to stay in the shadows, until Isha appears in his tavern. He's never
seen a human with a tattoo, and the markings look eerily familiar . . . As the rebellion carves a path of
destruction towards the city, an unlikely friendship forms between a man trying to escape his past and a
woman trying to uncover hers, until their secrets threaten to tear them apart. The Collarbound hooks from the
opening page and will appeal to fans of magical, brink-of-war settings, like that of The Poppy War and The
City of Brass. 'Zahabi deftly creates a fully-realized and richly described world, providing a quiet yet striking
exploration of the way inequality and injustice often serve as the bedrock of systems of power' M. J. Kuhn,
author of Among Thieves
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